
Hard Rock/Metal band Broken Empire emerged onto the UK music scene back in 2017
delivering a uniquely energetic and thought provoking style of music, crossing multiple genre

boundaries and appealing to almost every generation of fans of rock and metal.
Inspired by metal of all sub genres; the band make it clear at their live shows that they mean

business - busting out show stealing performances with riffs that punch harder than a
heavyweight boxer, combined with powerful and emotive vocal lines.

Well over 60 energetic and sweat filled gigs later, four EP's and over 350,000 Spotify
streams; the band have supported a number of major headline touring bands on their way to

cementing themselves as one of Oxford's premier metal outfits. Broken Empire are on the
rise and don't intend to slow down anytime soon!

Broken Empire are: Ieuan Owen (Lead Vocals & Rhythm Guitar), Matt Stevens (Lead
Guitar & Backing Vocals), Marco Arena (Bass Guitar) & Ricky Hill (Drums)

“If you get a chance to catch the band live, grab it; it's not often the ERB team's jaws hit the
floor at a live performance" - ERB Magazine

"The quality, the structure, the catchy vocals & those perfect drops were what sold me and
told me that Broken Empire are well on their way to success" - Rock Lifestyle UK

"The song showcases clever ideas, jaw-dropping musicianship and the ability to combine
multiple contemporary genres into a colossal slab of harmonious noise" - Headbangers
News

"Broken Empire strikes hard right from the start through cleverly assembled clusters of
melodies, harmonies, ear-appealing chants on one side, and heavy, robust, punchy guitar
shreds and beats on the other side" - Thoughts Words Action

SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS

Website - www.brokenempireband.co.uk

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/brokenempireuk

Soundcloud - https://www.soundcloud.com/brokenempireuk

YouTube - http://bit.ly/YouTube-BrokenEmpire

Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/brokenempireuk

Twitter - https://www.twitter.com/broken_empireuk


